Search Engine Optimization

#WelcomeTo Boom!
Want to increase the number of enquiries you get from
your website? Use our SEO program to super charge
your online presence and boost your website’s performance…
If you have any questions, need a bespoke or e-commerce package or would
just like to chat things through, please don’t hesitate to contact us on live chat,
hello@boomsolutions.co.uk or by calling the switch board on 01795 342343
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Foundations |
1. Set up and live access:
If you haven’t done this already, we will help you set up a Google analytics
account, generate a tracking code and add that code to the website so you will
be able to monitor traffic to your site in real time.
We will create an XML sitemap for submission to Google Search Console and
complete a review of alt tags, metadata, headings and titles.
2. Google My Business listing
We will help you set up and or optimise a Google My Business listing to increase
your presence on Google and help you collect more positive reviews.
3. Strategy, goal and key word setting |
We carry out keyword research for up to 100 topics in order to choose the 50
best keywords to focus on per quarter. We will find the keywords your customers
are searching for in Google. Whether based on your products and services, or
from your competition, and locate the the top phrases in your industry. Alongside search volume, each phrase will be given a ‘priority score’ to help identify
the most achievable keywords. We then set realistic goals for
each quarter to measure progress against.
4. Competition |
We track up to 3 different competitor websites every month. We’ll show you what
traffic they get, where it comes from, their top SEO keywords and more. We also
use their data to help with content ideas too.
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5. Content |
Writing good content is extremely important when it comes to SEO and we know
that it can be very tricky finding new content topics. We will help you to generate
new ideas for your content based on what content your target customers are
consuming on Google, Facebook, Twitter and You Tube, versus your chosen key
words and phrases.
NB. - If required, in addition, for blog writing we charge £60 plus VAT per 300 400 word blog, would need you to supply topic ideas and some company stats
& info for each one as you know you industry and business better than anyone!
6. Local SEO |
We will perform an audit to make sure your company details are present and
consistent across up to 100 of the most important directory websites.
7. Backlinks |
We track yours and your competitors’ backlinks every month. We highlight total,
newest and recently lost backlinks, and backlink opportunities based on your
competitors link profiles. We get this data from Majestic – “The planet’s largest
Link Index database”.
8. Reporting |
We track performance monthly so you can see how the changes being made
are helping you
backlinks and competition.
* Payment and terms *

Guarantee Scheme and is taken at the beginning of each month.
Minimum term is 3 months, cancellation is required to be given with 30 days notice.
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